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In-depth preparation for the AP European History exam features:Two full-length model AP exams
with all questions answered and explainedA 15-chapter summary of European history for review,
starting with Europe during the Italian Renaissance and progressing to Europe in the twenty-first
centuryEssay questions and multiple-choice questions with answers following each
chapterExtensive charts that summarize Europe's historyThe manual can be purchased alone or
with an optional CD-ROM that presents two additional full-length practice tests with automatic
scoring and fully explained answers. BONUS! An exclusive online exam included with the purchase
of the book or the book with CD-ROM.
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Horrifically bad...totally inaccurate. The authors spend more time trying to score political points than
help with test prep...did you know that both Clarence Thomas and the KKK are fascists? Well now I
have told you and you can buy an actually helpful book instead of this joke

I read this book from front and back, continuously studying it. When I took the test, NOTHING
FROM THE BOOK HELPED ME AT ALL. Was pretty disappointed. The tests did not reflect the
exam AT ALL.

Really???"The chart as a whole is convoluted yet crudely, embarrassingly simplified. The definitions
the authors use for the middle parts of their political spectrum (â€œleftist,â€• â€œliberal,â€•
â€œmoderate,â€• â€œconservativeâ€• and â€œright wingâ€•) are dubious. For example, they describe
â€œconservativeâ€• as â€œthose against change/most Republicans.â€• They describe â€œliberalâ€•
as â€œthose in favor or gradual changeâ€¦most Democrats.â€•

Barron's guide is a political propaganda guide to indoctrinate children. Lists Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas as a fascist, alongside the KKK. What an outrage!!

I found this book to be a well-organized guide to the AP European History Exam. I can't believe that
I actually enjoyed reading it. The way that it was written and the examples given clarified important
elements and helped my memory retain both facts and concepts.

History is important. Not something to be reshaped - or, this case, totally twisted - to suit a political
view. It is hard enough to get right without purposely inserting one's own political slant, but when
you see the KKK and Clarance Thomas placed literally in the same box, run!Much of what is wrong
here could be put down to crude oversimplification. But there are far too many examples like the
trashing of Thomas that indicate purposeful twisting of the truth.Placing Facism at the opposite end
of the "Left-Right" political scale from Communism is bad enough, but could be defended because it
is so widely assumed to be so, even though it is wrong. But there are far too many examples like
Clarence Thomas = KKK.

Biased political NONSENSE has invaded Barron's. I can no longer recommend Barron's for any
college prep work. When the propagation of misinformation becomes the norm in preparation for
college, our entire way of life is at risk.

I took AP Euro during my senior year, and didnâ€™t pay anywhere near as much attention in class
as I should have. If it wasnâ€™t for this book, thereâ€™s no way I would have passed the exam.
This book is meant to be a guide for the AP exam, studied alongside course materials, and I
personally believe itâ€™s a great one. It condenses into a single book, the most important topics
covered in AP Euro and it provides useful mock exams and modern examples that students can
understand and relate to. Itâ€™s unfortunate that regarding one of these examples, an editing
mistake was made, but one typo on one page out of 500 does not render the entire book inherently

useless or misinformed. Itâ€™s still an extremely useful exam-prep-guide.FOR THOSE OF YOU
WHOâ€™VE READ THE 1-STAR REVIEWS, PLEASE NOTE:An overwhelming 20 out of the 23
one-star reviews written here on were written in March of 2015, with 19 out of 23 being written on or
after March 8th, the date that â€œThe Daily Callerâ€• first publicized the single mistake it found in the
book. What this means is that 19 out of the 23 - 83% - of the one-star reviews are criticizing the fact
that in this 500-page book, one page contains an editing mishap. This means that other than this
one editing mishap, nothing else in this book deserves to be the subject of negative criticism. Out of
the remaining four bad reviews, one complains of water damage â€“ a complaint about the quality of
delivery, not the bookâ€™s contents â€“ and another complains about the fact that the book they
bought off of could have been a stolen book, since it contains within it, a library stamp. This leaves
truly, only two negative reviews out of a total number of forty-four reviews, which makes for an
extremely small percentage of 4.5%. AP Euro students, I hope youâ€™ve learned enough about
assessing your sources before you let these terrible reviews fool you. This is a great AP Euro review
guide and I would recommend it to anyone.
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